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ABSTRACT 
DC and transient measurements of space-charge-limited currents 
through alloyed and symmetrica l n+v n+ structures made of nominally 
75 k~cm v-type silicon are studied before and after the introduction 
of defects by 14 MeV neutron r a diation . In the transient measurements , 
the current r esponse to a large turn-on voltage step is analyze-d . 
Right after the voltage step is app lied , the current transient reaches 
a value which we shall call "initial current" value . At longer times , 
the transient current decays from the initial current value if traps 
are present . 
Before the irradiation, the initial curren t density~voltage 
characteristics J(V) agree quantitatively with the theory of trap-free 
space-charge-limited current in solids. We obtain for the electron 
mobility a temperature dependence which indicates that scattering due 
to impurities is weak. This is expected for the high purity silicon 
\ 
used . The drift velocity-field rela tionships for electrons at room 
temperature and 77°K, derived from the initial current density-voltage 
characteristics, are shown to fit the re l ationships obtaine d with other 
methods by other worke rs . The transient current r espons e for t > 0 
r emains practically constant at th e in itia l value, thu s indicating 
ne gligible trapping . 
Measurement of the initial ( trap-free) current density-voltage 
cha r ac t er i s tics a ft e r th e irra diation indica t es th a t th e drift 
vi 
velocity-field relationship of electrons in silicon i s affected by the 
radiation only at low temperature in the low fi eld r ange . The effect 
is not sufficiently pronounced to b e read ily analyzed and no formal 
description of it is offered . In the transient response after irradia-
tion for t > 0, the current d e cays from its initial value, thus 
revealing the presence of traps. To study thes e traps , in addition to 
transient measurement s , th e DC current characteristics were measured 
and shown to follow the theory of trap-dominated space-charge-limited 
current in solids. This theory was applied to a model consis ting of 
two di screte l evels in the forbidden band gap. Calculations and 
experiments agreed and the capture cross-sec tions of the trapp ing 
levels were obtained . This is the first experimental case known to u s 
through which the flow of space-charge-limited current is so simply 
representable . 
These r esults demons tra te the sensitivity of space-charge-limited 
current flow as a to o l to d e tect trap s and changes in th e drift 
velocity-field relationship of carriers caused by radiation. I qhe~ also 
establish that devices based on th e mode of space-charge-limited current 
flow will be affected considerab ly by any typ e of r adiation capable of 
introducing traps . This point h as generally been overlooked so far , 
but is obviously quite significant . 
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INTRODUCTION 
As Lampert, Rose and Smith pointed out ( l), space-charge-limited 
current can be used to study imp e rf ec tions in solids. Through the 
manipulation of a single type of carrier , namely th~ough the voltage 
controlled injection of excess carriers of one sign of charge, all 
localized states in the forbidden band gap can be seen in the charac-
teristics of space-charge-limited current und er steady state conditions. 
S teady state measurements will yield information like the concentrations 
and th e energy depths of the leve l s . Further information , like the 
captur e cross-sec tions can be obtaine d with transient meas urements. 
In previous applications of this techniqu e , for example to Cds( 2), 
the imperfections existed in the crystal ab initio. In this work, th e 
technique has b een applied for the first time to the same crystal , 
before and after the imperfections are introduc e d. This is possible 
because of th e near perfe ct condition of the original silicon sin gle 
cry s tal. In this ins tance , the imperfections are introduced by 
14 Me V n e utron radiation. The comparison of measurements before and 
aft er irradiation show conc lus ively how th e i mperfections introduced 
alter the curren t flow . Th e theory of space-charge-limited current is 
applied and a simple model of lo calized l evels in th e forbidd e n band 
gap is obtained . 
Th e emphas is of th is work is on the space-charge-limited current 
flmv i. e . in th e range of hi gh applied volta ge . Some data in the lmv 
volt age r ange are obtained as well , but th ese r es ults are peripheral in 
the pr esen t c o ntext. They have r~ s isted simple explanation so far . 
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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF SINGLE CARRIER SPACE-CHARGE-LIMITED CURRENT 
1.1 Steady sta te trap-fre e space-charge~ limited curren t. 
For a perfect ins ulator of length W with an injecting contact at 
x = 0, single c ar rier space-charge-limited current ( sclc) is given b y 
h . (3) t e t wo eq ua t1ons 
J 
sc 
v 
!E(x) v(E) d E 
0 X ' (la) 
w ; 0 E ( x ) dx (lb) 
wher e v ( E) i s th e drift velocity-field relationship of the carrier in 
the materia l, E i s the di e lectric cons t an t of the material and V is 
the v a lue of th e applied voltage . At l ow elec tric fi e lds in si l icon 
v = ~bI wh e r e ~ i s the 
J 
sc 
mobility ,Eqs . (1) r ed uc e to 
( 2 ) 
At hig h e l ectric fi e l ds in s ilicon, the drift ve lo c ity of e l ec trons 
reaches a limiting v a lue v vs; Eqs . (1) th en g ive 
J 
sc 
2 2s v VN . 
s 
( 3) 
In the r eg ion of transition bet\veen Eqs . ( 2 ) and ( 3) , Eqs . (1) c an b e 
3 
solved analytically or numerically when the dependence v(E) is kno>vn. 
On the other hand, the drift velocity-field relationship v(E) can be 
derived numerically by an inversion of the system of Eqs. (1) if J(V) 
is knmm ( 4). In our analysis of sclc, we shall use various empirical 
equations for v(E) from which theoretical J(V) characteristics can be 
obtained and fitted to experimental sclc data. This procedure is fast 
and its accuracy is adequate . 
If, at thermal equilibrium, the material is such that a nohvanishing 
concentration n of free carriers is present, the DC characteristic can 
0 
d . 1 Oh . . 1 · · ( 5) 1sp ay an m1c reg1on at ow operat1ng po1nts . Such a case is 
shmm in Fig . 1. + + This J(V) characteristic is typical of the n v n 
structure used in this work. At low voltages the current is Ohmic; 
the d evice behaves as a r esis tor . At higher voltages, the current is 
space-charge-limited and is proportional to v2 . There is a transition 
2 
region between the Ohmic and the V range . Marsh and Viswanathan( 6) 
have shown that the square lm.v component of the sclc can be extracted 
from this trans ition region by expanding the general solution for the 
current density J as 
J - J 
sc 
+ (3/4) Jrl + 
wh ere q is the value of the electronic charge . Except for the 
component Jsc' all th ese currents are experimentally accessib l e 
( 4) 
N 
I 
E 
(.) 
<I 
Fi gure 1 
4 
Initial Cur ren t vs Vol tage 
T=293°K 
• Measured da t a 
o Resu l ts o f subtract ion procedure 
3/4 J.n 
10° 
V (Volts ) 
10 1 
Device H 1 
W = 103 f1- m 
A = I X 10-2 cm2 
Typical character i s tic of initial current densi ty v s voltage 
before irradjaLion sllm·:ing Ohmic and space-charge- limited 
r angeD~D · Th L· S(: u :'l r e la•.-: ns y n.plo te is determ in ed by th e 
sublraction procedure . 
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quantiti es. By subtracting Jk and 3/4 of the Ohmic current component 
J ~ from the measured v a lue J, one finds J ( see Fig . 1). This 
sc 
" subtrac tion procedure" ext e nds sclc in the square law range to low 
voltages even if a significant Ohmic current component exists. 
1.2 Steady state sclc dominated by shallow traps. 
The presence of charge carrier traps in the ma terial modifies pure 
(7 8) (trap-free) sclc . ' . The main fe?ture s of trap-dominated sclc are: 
(i) a reduction ("suppressio n") of the current as compared to trap-
fr ee sclc, some times by orders of magnitude, because the injected 
carriers are i mmobili zed in traps, (i i ) a steep rise in current at a 
trap-fille d-limi t volt age VTFL which occurs wh e n all the traps in the 
material are b eing completely filled . This tr a ns ition from trap-
dominated to trap-free sclc occurs over appro xi ma tely one order of 
magnitude in voltage and is centered around VTFL for trap s distributed 
uniformly in space and loca t e d at a sing le ene r gy l evel. 
We def ine 8 as the equilibrium ratio of the free to th e trapped 
\ 
carriers . For a single shallow trapping l evel i . e . a l evel loca ted 
energetically severa l kT ' s above the fermi l evel , 8 i s given by Bolt zmann ' s 
statistics and can b e written a s 
8 
where N i s t he effective densi ty of states in the conduction b an d 
c 
( 5) 
( for electron trapping) , Nt i s t he concentration o£ traps and E ( >O) 
t 
6 
is the energy depth of the trap level below the conduction band*. 
eer~ all levels are assumed to have equal statistical weight . In the 
shallow trap case of interest which we deal with, 8 << 1, an~ the con-
centration at thermal equilibrium of carriers on trapping sites is very 
~ 
small compared to Nt. Then the trap-dominated sclc Jsct (for V << VTFL) 
is characterized by 
J 
set 
_8_ J 
8+1 sc 
The trap-filled-limit voltage VTFL is related to the concentration 
(6) 
An idealized J(V) charac teristic of such a situation is shown in 
Fig. 2. An important point of the shallmv trap case is that 8 is 
independent of x except in the n arrow region near the emitter (]). 
1.3 Transient trap-free and (shallow) trap -dominated sclc . 
The theory of transient sclc in the presence of a single shal low 
trapping level has been developed by Many and Rakavy (g) and Mark and 
Helfrich (lO). 
Following a large turn-on voltage step, sclc exhibits a transient 
*In this work, energies in the forbidden b and gap are considered 
positive and measured from the conduction band edge. 
Fi g u re 2 
7 
Idea I ized Characteristics 
8/{8+ 1) 
I 
I 
Jsct = 8/(B+I)Jsc 
V (Volts ) 
I dea li zed J (V ) char ac t eristics of sc l c in th e pres en ce 
o [ s h a 1 L cH·: t r a r s . 
8 
which lasts for a few t , where t = w2 / )JV is the transit time of the 
0 0 
charge carriers for a uniform e l ectric field . Subsequent to this 
transient, sclc will reach a steady state value J which we shall call 
sc 
" initial current. " Both the ory and experiment shmv that this initia l 
c urrent is unaffected by traps ( i . e . trap-free ) if the trapping time T 1 
is large compared to t . 
0 
As time progresses , however , for an applied voltage V << VTFL ' 
the current will decay exponent~ally with time from its initial curient 
value with a t ime constant T given by 
0 
T 1 is defined as 
T 
0 
, . 
T 1 ( 8+ 1) - l ( 7) 
( 8) 
where cr is the capture cross-section of the traps and vth i s the thermal 
velocity of the carriers. 
A h b G l ( ll) h d" . v s s own y r egory et a , t e con 1t1on << VTFL ens ures 
that, during the tr a ns ient, the concentration of carriers in the traps 
is n egligible c omp a r e d to N . With this condition, th e current as a 
t 
fun ction of time t, for t l arger than s e v e ral t
0
, i s give n by 
J ( t) J 
sc ( 
-t/T 
c 0 
- --
8+1 ( 9) 
As we will di scu s s l a t e r ( sec ti on 3 . 3), it is pos s ible to d e t ermine 
t he. d e tr a p ? in:; t i1 ~:I 1 " fro .:; doub l e pu l s e cxpcr i rnen l s . T11 i s d e fined as 
1 
p 
9 
where P is the probability per unit time that a trapped carrier is 
released from the traps into the conduction band. Under steady state 
conditions , 
T I 
?' e ( 10) 
This follows directly from mass-action considerations . 
Therefore , if one determines experimentally T 1 , T 11 and 8 , one 
has an internal self-consistency check in Eq. (10) above. With N 
t 
determined from th e measurement of VTFL' a and Et of the traps can then 
be obtained . 
1 . 4 Scl c in the presence of deep trap s . 
\\Then the traps are n ot shallm.;, th e r esult s of sections 1. 2 and 
1.3 are no longer applicable . In this case, th e equilibrium ratib of 
I 
fr ee to trapped cartiers , which is called 8 for the shallow trap case, 
(12) i s strongly dep endent on x Because of that x dependence , the 
problem of deep traps dep ends on the specific case cons idered and will 
b e di scussed in conjunction with experimenta l data. 
1 . 5 Summary . 
Trap-free sclc yields informat ion on th e drift v e locity-fie ld 
r elationship of th e charge carrier in th e material. Sclc dominated by 
shallow trap s yie ld s the tr a p concentration in the bulk througl1 the 
10 
presence of a VTFL and, together with 8 , the trap depth Et. From the 
time depend e n ce of th e current , informa tion on such properties of the 
traps as the capture cross-section a can be obtained. 
\ 
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CHAPTER II 
MATERIAL EVALUATION, STRUCTURE FABRICATION 
AND METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 
2.1 Material evaluation. 
The nominal resistivity of the v-type silicon ingot used in this 
work is 75,0000cm according to the manufacturers ' specifications . The 
main impurity is phosphorous comp ensated by boron, as communicated by 
the manufacturers . 
2.1.1 Capacitance measurements . 
Schottky barrier capacitance measurements are made at room 
t emperature in the dark. 2 Gold b arriers (typi cal area = 0.02 em ) with 
guard rings are evaporated on a millime ter thick, polished slice cut 
perpendicular to the (111) direction. 2 From the slope of 1/C vs 
r everse bias voltage for barriers deposited at different spots of the 
slice, the average carrier concentration at those spots is obtained 
( see Table I). The results indica t e variation in concentration by 
factors of around 2 across the s lice . The carrier concentration at 
th e cent e r of the slice i s systematically hi ghe r th an th e carrie r 
concentration at the periph e ry. Furth e r, changes in the slope of 1/ 2 
c 
v s V plot for each barrier indicate vari a tion s in the carrier concen-
tration of th e same order along the (111) axis ( see Fi g . 3) . 
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TABLE I 
Results of Schottky Barrier Capacitance Measurements 
Barrier No. Carrier cone. n Resistivity 
-3 0 (em ) (kS""lcm) 
1 2.02 X 1011 23.0 
2 1. 53 X 1011 30.3 
3 1.45 X 1011 32 
4 1.61 X 1011 28.8 
5 0.75 X 1011 61.8 
13 
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Figure 3 Th e v ar i ation of th e free car rier co n cent ratio n as seen 
fro m the pl ot of l/ C2 vs b ias volt a ge of a typical Schottky 
b arri e r cap a cit a nc e meas ureme nt . 
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2.1.2 Four point probe measurements. 
Four point probe measurerr_en ts are made at room temperature on the 
surface of the ingot exposed after cutting two slices for capacitance 
and Hall effect measurements . This surface i s perpendicular to the 
(111) direction and is lapped on 800 mesh carb orundum . The distance 
between adjacent points of the four point probe is 1.28mm. The resis-
tivities obtained as a function of location on the slice are plotted in 
Fig. 4. We note that the resistivity increases by a factor of around 
3 going out radially from the c enter to the periphery. This increase 
in the radial direction is in agreement with the observation made 
from capacitance measurements. 
2.1.3 Hall effect measuremen ts. 
Two Hall samples are cut from two parts of a slice (see Figure in 
Table II). Each sample has three pairs of arms labelled from 1 to 3. 
Data are taken in the rlark at 293°K and 77°K. The results are listed 
in Table II. 
We note that arm 2 of Sample II, which comes from the center of the 
slice yields the highest carrier concentration. Sample I, which comes 
from the periphery of the slice, yields the lowes t carrier concentration. 
Al so , for Sample I and arms 1 and 3 of Sample II, we note that n 
0 
decreas es with temperature. 
As communicated by the manufacturers , the main donor impurity is 
p and the main accep tor i mpuri ty is B. With a net fre e carrier concen-
11 -3 
tration of around 10 em , there is n egl i gible "freezing in" of the 
0 14 -3 donors at 77 K unless NA and ND are of the order of 10 em or higher . 
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Figure 4 Resislivj ty a s dctennj ned from four roint probe measuremenls 
v s rosi.tivtl nlt:'l1:', t l·:~K_> rli.:J::\Ctl'n> o[ a (J ll) sur f ace of l h e 
si] i co n ingot . 
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TABLE II 
Result s of Hall Effect Measurement s 
carr ier cone. n 
-3 0 (em ) 
T = 293°K T 77°K 
X lOll 11 Samp l e I - All arms 1.1 0.52 X 10 
Samp l e II - arms 1 & 3 1. 85 X 1011 1. 25 X 1011 
l 2 3 
~ 0 . 7lcm Samp l e II - arm 2 2. 7 X lOll 2.7 X 10
11 
\ 
17 
d b h 1 h . 1013 -3 . h . But ND an NA cannot e muc arger t an ~ em Wlt out creatlng p-
t ype regions due to random fluctuations. Since no p-type regions are 
13 
observed, we conclude ND ~ NA ~1M or l ess . Hence , the decrease in 
th e free-carrier concentration for the high resistivity portion of the 
ingot (p eriphery) as a function of t emperature must be attributed to 
deep levels . Further evidence for the presence of these levels is 
given in Appendix 2. 
To summarize, from capacitance , four point probe and Hall effect 
measurements , we obtain a consistent picture of the crystal used in 
th is work . The carrier concentration is of the order of 1011 cm-3 . 
It is a factor of 2 or 3 lower at the center than at the periphery . 
2.2 Structure fabrication . 
h + + d . f b . d . f h' 1' T e n v n evlces are a rlcate , startlng rom t ln s lees cut 
perpendicular to the (111) direction . The wafers are lapped with 
silicon carbide 400, 800 , 3200 mesh, th en mechanically polished with 
1~ alumina. Th e wafer is then cut into strips. Such a strip is ~eated 
in concentrated HNOJ for a few minutes until the beaker is too hot to be 
h eld between the fingers . The strip is let to cool in the HN0 3 for 
about half an hour . Th en , it is removed and etched in 20 :1 HN0 3 :IIF 
mixture for about two minutes . The mixture has to be stirred smoothly 
and continuously. At th e end of the two minute period, the etchant is 
qu enched with me thanol . Care should be taken to swish the etchant (with 
the silicon strip in it) vigorously \vhi 1 c the me thanol is added, in order 
to pr e vent th e nppeara n ce of black si licon polyhydride fiJ ms on the 
surface of th e slrip . 
18 
The Si strip i s then dipped into HF for a few seconds and placed 
immediately into the vacuum chamber. About 1~ of 0.5 % Sb-Au is 
-6 
evaporated at ~1M Torr on both sides consecutively. The metal is 
equilibrium alloyed at ~P9M°C in an inert nitrogen atmo s phere. The 
slice is then broken into small chips of areas typically around 
2 
em . Actual areas and thicknesses are determined from photo-
graphs taken through a high power microscope. Errors are estimated at 
±5% for the area and ±P~ for the thickness. Only devices symmetrical 
with respect to an inversion of the applied voltage are retained.* 
2.3 Measuremen t circuit and apparatus - measurement procedure. 
The circuit used in the pulse measurements is sho\m in Fig. 5. 
The overall system has a time resolution of approxima t e ly 25 ns. 
The electrical measurements are taken between 293°K and 77°K 
ambient temperature. 0 For measurements at 77 K, the sample holder is 
immers ed in liquid nit-rogen in a light tight chamber. For higher 
temperatures, a thermostat is used(l 3). To assure standard initial 
conditions, the device is short-circuited and illuminated with white 
light prior to each pulse. Care is always t aken to wait long enough 
for thermal equilibrium to be re-established after the white light is 
turned off. Current is observed with a 454 Tektronix oscilloscope 
acros s the son resistor in series with the device. 
Various conditions of ambient illumination are generated in the 
light tight measuring chamber with light bulbs rated SOOmW, bare for 
"white " illumination or placed in Si and Ge containers with ~1K Smm 
*The yield i s roughly 30%. 
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HP2 14A 50.0. 
Dev ice 
lOOK 
Osc illoscope 
Tektronix 454 
Fig ure 5 Circ uit diag r am of th e e le c tronic sys t em used for th e 
pul se measur ements . 
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thick walls acting a s filters for "S i light" and "Ge light." 
For puls e me asurement s , l arge and fast E~1R ns rise-time) turn-on 
volt age pulses about 1M-lll~s long from a HP 214A generator, are applied 
in single shot s or slow rep e tition rates. The smallest voltage value 
still accurately detecta ble by th e oscilloscope is O.SmV across RM~ 
which corresponds to 10 ~AK Hence in many samples, the Ohmic range is 
accessible only with DC mea s urements . 
The DC me a s urements are obtained using a battery acro s s a 
potentiome ter. Voltage and current are measured using a Keithley 
electrome ter. 
2.4 Irradiation proce dure s . 
For the irradiation, the samples are kept in an aluminum containe r. 
This containe r is tap e d on the back of the water-cooled tritium targe t 
of a Texas Nucl e ar Corporation acce lerator at the California State 
College--Los Angeles . Th e do s e from th e d-t r eaction is c a lculated, 
from th e activa tion a nalysis of Al foils cove red with C~by 
J. L. Shap iro of the Ca lifo r nia Ins titut e of Technolo gy . Mg and Ni 
foil s ar e also us ed f o r cross ch e cks . The e s tima t e d e rror in the 
res ulting number of f as t n e utrons p e r cm 2 i s a bout 10%. 
Samp l es o f v a r ious thi cknesses h ave b een expo se d to a dose of 
11 2 1.2 x 10 n/cm. A f ew oth e r s amples h a v e b een irra di a t e d at an 
11 2 1 2 initia l dose o f 5 . 5 x 10 n/cm and r e-expose d up to a tot a l of 4 . 0 x 10 
2 
n/ cm . Un l ess stated o t hendsc , th e r es ult s p r ese nt e d in chapt e r III 
3 . 1 
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CHAPTER III 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
+ + Pre-irradi a tion analysis of the n vn structures . 
3.1 . 1 Trap- free space-charge- l imited ran ge . 
Typical depend ences of the initial c urrent density vs voltage 
for unirradiat e d samples are shown in Fig . 6. One observes an Ohmic 
range, a square la\v range with some deviation · at higher voltages 
indicating hot carrier effects and , especially at 77°K, a voltage 
d d . d " . f l . . ( l 4) epen ence ln lcatlve o ve.oclty saturatlon . The square laH 
r ange can be extended to lowe r voltages and located unique ly by 
applying the subtraction procedure outlined in section 1 . 1 . 
The room t emperature data are compared to a theoretical charac-
teristic J(V) c omp uted with a v(E) of the form ( 3) 
v ~b [1- exp ( -E/E )] 
0 0 
where ~ is th e loH field mobility and E is a constant. Thi s empirical 
0 
drift velocity-field relationship agrees quite well Hith th e measured 
drift velocities of electrons in Si at room temperature (Fi g. 7) (15>. 
As indicated in Fig . 6, th e theoretical J(V) characteristic fits the 
pre-irradiation data we ll . The tl1ree related asymptotes of Jn and of 
J in th e squnre 1mv regircr e ( Eq . 2 section 1 . 1) and th e linear reg ime 
sc 
( Eq . 3 section 1.1) of the fit are sl\0\m also . In Fig. 8 the current 
of Lit e s q u a r e l m·J a sy!iip t u l c (rc p r e::..;t:.ltin g Eq . 2 section 1.1) at a 
ro' 
ro0 
(\j 
'E 
0 
<! 
J 
ro- 1 
Fig u re 6 
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Dark 
o Pre irradiation - T = 77 ° K 
o Post irradiation- T = 77 °K 
- ~: 1.2 X roll njcm2 
t> Pre irradiation- T = 293 °K 
• Post irradiation- T = 293 °K 
-~ = 1.2 X rOll njcm 2 
J ~vO 
sc 
0 
(t>8 A) 
V (Volt s ) 
Device H4 
W = 50f-Lm 
A = 7.3 X ro-3c m2 
\ 
Typica l trap-free c haracteristics of in i tial current vs 
v o l tage b efo re and after irradia t ion at a do se of~: 1. 2 x 
10J ln/cm2 . Th e solid cut·ve at T :o 293°K i s th e theo retica l 
ch:1rPclet·l~;iic obUiirH'd usini?, Lh c em!) iric a l equat i o n 
v = ~b [l -e:-:n E- - f~ /bM Fz K The scUd line:; are th e a:.vmp to t es 0 . . 
of th e choracteristics b efo re irradia ti on . The dashed ] in c 
is th e asympto l e of t h e square l mv r ~wge at 77°K after 
irracli a r-i. o n . 
I 
If) 
E 
u 
>-a 
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(a) Boi chenko et ol. T = 300 °K 
(b) v(E) = fL E0 ( 1-exp-tl, fL E0 = 1.0 x 107 cms- 1 
0 
(c) Norri s et ol. T = 300 °K 
(d) Boi chenko et ol . 
JLE 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
· Figur e 7 Comparison b etween experimen t a l dri f t velocity - field 
rel a tions hip s v(E) and t he empirical rel a tions used in 
th e analyses of th e pre- irradia ti on characteristics . 
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• T = 293°K , V = 10 Volts 
o T = 7 7 ° K, V = I 0 Vo It s 
J ~w- P Eu=l4 MM cmF 
sc ,- V·s 
2 
J ~w-P (n = 15500 em ) 
sc ,- . V· s 
10-2 
W (em ) 
The dC !JCnc!encc uron th e t hic kness \·] of t h e initia l 
cu r rent at a cons t ant vo lt agr of JO V, derive d from th e 
s o,_u'irt' ] ;-J'·' <lpyq!:ltollD~D t t' t hC' c h ar.J.c teristics of a numh e r 
of (1c\iL",··. qit~ <- .: ,,cc p,.·, ;tiul\ of the asyrnp tot cs i s 
es Lc1bl i ~;he•I! by th e suh t I-<lL'L jon !' r oced u re . 
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constant voltage of lOV and 293°K is plotted for a number of samples as 
a function of their thickness W. -3 The W dependence is accurately 
confirmed. 2 A mobility value of ~ = 1400 ±50cm /Vs is derived from this 
plot in excellent agreement with accepted values. Corresponding 
results derived fro~ the high current asymptote (representing Eq. 3 
-2 
section 1.1) are plotted in Fig. 9, showing theW dependence, as 
predicted by the theory. The value of the limiting drift velocity 
obtained from this plot is v = (9.6 ± l.O)l06 cm/s. This is in good 
s 
agreement with published values(l5 ). 
Similar analyses are performed at 77°K (Figs. 8 and 9). At this 
temperatur~ a v(E) of the form (l6 ) 
v ~b/El+~b/v ) 
s 
(6) 
is used to calculate a theoretical J(V). This empirical equation also 
describes the experimental data available on v(E) very well, as shmvn 
in Fig. 7(l 7). Again, the theoretical J(V) fits the experimental 
2 points well. From the comparison we find ~ = 15500 ± 1500cm /Vs and 
6 
v = (12.6 ± 1.0)10 cm/s. This value of the mobility is approximately 
s 
h lf h . d d "1" (l 8 ) d h f one- a t at 1n un ope s1 1con an suggests t e presence o some 
impurity scattering; that of the limiting drift velocity is again in 
good agreement with published results( 14 • 19 ). 
The characteristics of initial current density vs voltage in the 
temperature 77°K < T < 293°K are shown in Fig. 10. We observed in all 
of them an Ohmic range followed by a square law range with some devia-
.---... 
(\J 
I 
E 
u 
<! 
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0 
tJ> 
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• T = 293 °K, V= 50 Volts 
o T=77°K,V=50Volts 
Jsol ~ W- 2 ( Vs =9.6 X 106 cmjs) 
~ 
e>-g~y-gRM1 ~w-O (v5=12.6XI06 cm/s) 
KH 
~~ 
1M°~------i---~--i-g-~g_~~------~--~--~~~~~~ 
10-3 10-2 10-1 
W (em) 
I 
\ 
Fi g ure 9 The dep end ence upon t he th ickness H of t he initia l c u rrent , 
at a cons tnnt voltn gc of 50 V, derived fro m the linea r high 
volt a[;e asymptotes t o the characteristics of a number of 
device s . Th e pos ition of t he h igh vo l ta ge asymptotes is 
c st<thli s hccl hy nwtchin~ a tl11.'oretica J J(V) c lwr;tcter i s tlc t o 
th e h igh voll age portion of th e experimental characteristics 
whil e keeping the square law asym!)totes of the th eo retical 
curve in coincidence \vit h th .:tt of th e exrerime nt a l c u rve , 
the latter eslab l i s he cl by Lh c subtraction procedure . 
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Initial Current Density vs Voltage 
at Various Temperatures 
Before irradiation 
Dark 
T=77°K 
112 °K 
162 °K 
192 °K 
230°K 
V (Volt s) 
Device J8 
W = 100 fLm 
A = 0.5 x 10-2 cm2 
\ 
Fi gure 10 Typica l cha ract~r istic s of i n itial c ur re n t v s v o ltage 
b c[or~ ir radiation as a function of temperature . 
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tion indicating hot carrier effects . They li e between the characteristic 
at room temperature and that at 77°K which 'de have shown to be those of 
trap-free space-charge-limited current . This suggests that the 
characteristics in this temperature range are also those of trap-free 
space-charge-limited current . In Appendix 2, it is 's hmvn that, 
before irradiation, slight trapping i s observed in some devices in the 
sclc range, but the current diminishes only little below its initial 
value at t ~ 0 (wh en the voltage pulse is applied). Here, it suffices 
to note that, relative to the behavior of the devices after irradiation, 
trapping effects on unirradiated samples are negligible in the sclc 
ran ge . In Fig. 11, the current of th e square law asymptote at a 
constant voltage of lOV is plotted as a function of temperature. The 
-2 dep endence is very close to a T power . Since ~ i s the only tempera-
ture dependent parame ter in Eq . (2), section 1.1, we obtain 
-2 ~a:q 
This dependence indicates that impurity scattering is weak 
l 1 C 18>·r1 · · t d · h h · h except at t1e owest temperatures . 11s 1s expec e , ow1ng to t e 1g 
resistivi ty of th e starting material . 
0 0 In the intermed i a te temperature range 77 K < T < 293 K, th e data 
point s available are ins ufficient to compnre the dependence of v on 
s 
temp era ture 1vith that found in th e ljt erature (l 4 , 19 ) 
--N 
I 
E 
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<r 
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J 
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o Before irradiat ion 
J ...., T -2 
sc 
After irradiation-¢ = I. 2 x 1011 njcm2 
D. After irradiation -cp=4.0 x1o12 njcm2 
V=IOVol ts 
W= l2 4fLm 
Fi gure 11 Th e depe ndence upo n t empera tu re of th e ini t i a l curr en t, 
at a cons l ant vo ll agc of 10 V, de r ived from the s q ua r e 
l aH asvm•)totc s oE Lhe cit.'vice ch:1racter l stics before and 
after ~ r~adiation at a dose o [ ~ : 1. 2 x 1 0 lln/ cm2 a od 
¢ ,.. I, . 0 :.; ] (11 ? n / , .. ;1 ( • 
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3 .1. 2 Summary . 
The results presented establish that the initial current flowing 
through a device immediately after th e application of a voltage pulse 
cons titutes trap-free sclc. They are in quantit a tive agreement with 
the theo ry. 
3.2 Pos t-irrad i ation analyses of th e n+vn+ structures . 
3.2.1 Trap-free space-charge-limited r a n ge ; effect on v(E). 
Fig. 6 shows typi cal initial (trap-free ) current vs voltage 
characteristics in the dark b efore and after irradiation. At 293°K 
the subtraction procedure app lied t o the pre- irrad iation characteristic 
yields a sclc component (J ~ v2 , straight line ) Hhich coincides \vith 
sc 
th e post-irradiation characteristic . This r es ult establishes tha t the 
effec t of fa s t neutrons on the v e locity-field r e l a tionship v(E) i s 
n egligible for electrons in high purity silicon a t 293°K. This is 
true for doses up to 4.0 12 2 0 x 10 n/cm . At 77 K, we observe a 
di fference b etween the pre-irradiation and the po s t-irradiation 
\ 
characteristics . As we will show b e low, this difference is du e to a 
cha n ge in the mobility . 
Fig . 12 shows the po s t-irradiation characteristics of initial 
current density v s voltage as a fun c tion of t emperature . We observe 
a space-charge- limited square l a \v behavior follm·ie d by a bending over 
du e to hot carrier effects . We noti ce thn t a low voltage thr eshold 
deve l ops as the t emperature decreases . At 77°K, the ph enomenon i s 
quit e pronounCt'd . The cause of thi s effec t is unc l Par , but a t entative 
int erpretation is o[[er~d in App endix 2. To find t he square law 
10° 
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Dark 
o Pre irrodiation - T = 77 °K 
" Post irradiation - T= 77 °K 
- cp = 1.2 x 1011 n/crn2 
6 Pre irradiation -T = 293 °K 
• Post irradiation- T = 293 °K 
-cp = 1.2 x 10 11 n/crn2 
J ~vO 
sc 
0 
0 
( 68:A ) 
V (Volts ) 
Device H4 
W = 50f1-rn · 
A = 7.3 x lo-3crn2 
\ 
Typical tr ap-fr·cc chnrnct c ri s lics of initi al cur re nt v s 
vo~ta~ o bc~orm anrl after irraJiati0n at a do se 0[ ~ ~ 1. 2 x 
10l 1 n/c ra ? . Th<' ~;olicl C'l1r· vc at";·=· ?.93°!: i s th e tlll~ o r c ti ca l 
ch K1r·;1c t~·ristic I-K ~DlDK:linK··· D Lk'3l1['. l h•.:! CD~~:Dit·ic<!l cqu !l i on 
v o· pE 0 [1 -cx~F E- - fK/!·~ iFgK Th e so l id l ·inc·s arc th e' asy;:l~ll>tlDp 
of th e charactCDrl s tic >~ bc fon' irradiation . The d as lll~ d lin e 
is th e a s ymptote of Lh.c squ.:trc l m,• r.:1ngc at 77°K after 
i r r <1 d i .1 t· i o n . 
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Initial Current Density vs Voltage 
at Various Temperatures 
irradiation cp=l.2 xi011 n/cm2 
V (Volt s) 
173 °K 
Dev ice J2 
w = 12 4 j-Lffi 
A = 1.8 x 10-2 cm 2 
102 
Figure 1 2 Typical ch~rac t eristics nf initi a l current vs volta ge 
11 2 
after irradiation at a dose of ¢ ~ 1. 2 x 10 n/ cm as 
a f un c tion of t emperat ur e shmving Lh e "L hrcshold vo l tage. " 
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asymptot e in the sc l c r ange in spite of this complication, two method s 
are applie d: (i) It i s assumed that the presenc e of thi s thres hold 
leads to an overall characteristic which is v e ry similar to that 
obta ined in devices exhibit ing a transition from punch-through to sclc. 
A the ore tica l J(V) ch a r acteristic of thi s process , with known position 
of the square l mv asympto t e , is the n fitted to the experimental point s . ( 3) 
( ii) An Ohmic range i s created purpose ly in the charac t eristic by 
illuminating th e samp l e with white light, thus maskin g the thres hold 
and making the subtraction procedure applicable . Both methods yield 
t he same square l aw asymptote . The current of these square law 
asymptotes at a cons t a nt voltag e of lOV is plott e d as a function of tempera -
ture in Fig.ll. At hi gh t emp e ratures , th e d e p end e nc e i s proportional to 
-2 T , id en tical t o the pre-irradiation r esult. However at t emperatur es 
below T ~ 14M°~ th e val ues for the dose of ~ = 1 . 2 x 1011 n/cm2 drop 
b e low those of the pre-irradiation curve . We can therefore conclude 
11 2 
tha t at the dose of ~ = 1.2 x 10 n/cm , th e mob ility has n o t changed 
in the temperatu re range 140°K < T < 29 3°K . Be low T = 140°K, the 
mobility is r ed u ced by the irradiation . Within our experimenta l 
accura cy , the limi ling drift velocity v is unaffec ted by these doses 
s 
of radiati on at all temp ~ratures K 
At TT°~ th e mobi lily va l ue derived shows a decrease from the 
pre-irradiation v a lue of 15500 Cl/ /Vs t o 9600 cm2 /Vs ( Fig . 6 dashed 
line ) . In Fig . 1 3 , we plot t he current at 77°K o[ the squ3re low 
--3 Th e \·! ccKpend€Dnci~ is s.'1t i s fi cd , confirming that t he current is t r a p 
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cp = 1. 2 X 10 11 cm- 2 
T = 77 ° K 
V = 10 Vol I s 
gsc~w-P (fL= 9600 cm2; V·s ) 
\ 
\ 
1M-f i-------i----i--i--i-i-i~ii-------ii---i-~--i-i-~~ 
10- 3 10- 2 10- 1 
W ( em ) 
Fi g ure 13 The depe nd ence upon til e thic kness H of th e initial 
current, at a const an t voltage of J O V, derive d from the 
squ~rc l aw asymp tot es of th e post irradiation characteristics 
free sclc. 
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2 The value of ~ obtained from this plot is ~ = 9600 em /Vs 
in agreement with the value derived from Fig. 6. For a dose of ~ = 
12 2 . 2 
4.0 x 10 n/cm, the results on t wo devices yield ~ = 7550 em /Vs ± 15%. 
3.2.2 Discussion of effect on v(E). 
12 2 Up to the dose of 4.0 x 10 n/cm, the only detectable change in 
v(E) is a reduction of the mobility at low fields and low temperatures. 
The limiting drift velocity at high fields r esults from energy losses 
of the carriers to optical and acoustical phonons . The low doses of 
this experiment are not expected to alter thi s process. The mobility 
at low fields results from sca ttering with the thermal phonons and 
with some impurities. Since the number of these phonons decreases 
with decreasing temperature, additional scattering centers should b e 
noticed first at low temperatures. This agrees with our observation. 
Unfortunately, the number of data points is too limited to allmv a 
comparison with the Brooks-Herring formula(lS). The result s establish, 
however, that irradiation does indeed introduce additional scattering 
centers. 
In principle, the observed dec rease in mobility can also be 
attribut ed to very fast trapping with a time constant much smaller th an 
25ns and, therefore, beyond the r eso lution of our measurement circuit. 
This would result in an effective mobility ~eff = ~EU/E1+U FFI where 
8/(1+8) (Section 1.2) is about (9600/15500) ~ 0.6 at 77°K (see Fig. 6). 
This interpretation requires that the factor 8/(1+8) be exponentially 
dep e nd ent on temperature. Unfortunately again, the data are too limited 
to allow a che ck on this dependence. We feel that this interpretation 
35 
is quite unlike ly. 
The accepted model of neutron damage in silicon developed by 
Gossick( 20) invokes defect clusters acting as insulating spheres with 
dim e nsions of at l eas t a Debye leng th . This pictur e has been derive d 
primarily in conjunction with data obtained at small departures from 
therma l equilibrium. It is not evid ent how this model applies, if at 
all, to conditions of sclc. The large concentration of injected 
carriers and the strong el e ctric field distributed non-uniformly in 
the bulk c rea t e conditions far differe nt from those of therma l equilib-
rium . However , if we apply the model in the limit of hi gh carrier 
conce ntrat i on , then the r adi us of each cluster will be reduc e d to the 
0 (20) 
radius of the actual damaged area which is around 200 A In this 
case, the ratio f of the volume of damage d regions to the total 
volume , vlhi ch is given by f -- Vol::¢ (v0 is the volume of each clu s t er , volume 
E is the probability pe r em th a t a f ast n e utron will produce a cluster 
E ~ l0-1 c m-l ( 2l)), will b e around 10-2 for a typica l sample used in 
thi s work . Goss i ck ' s model pre dicts the mobility to ch a nge as a linear 
funcli on of f, h e n ce thi s cha nge would b e v ery small in our case . 
The s;:nne argument can b e app lie d, agai n \vith caution , t o sh m·l that the 
dieJ ectric constan t £ is n o r affected by th e irradia tion as He h a d 
a s sumed in th e fore going discussion in which a ll the ch ange in curren t 
density J was attributed t o a change in th e mobi l i ty ~ · Ind eed , 
accordin g to Cossick ' s model , t he di e lectric constant shou l d increase 
accordin ;:: to 
£ ' 
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where is the pre-irradiation di e lectric cons tant. With f 
the increas e is very small. 
More work will b e required to study the applicability of the 
cluster model to conditions of sclc. 
3 . 3 Post-irradiation analysis ; trappin g phenomena . 
Up on the application of a voltage step V , the current through 
a 
our irradiated devices rea ch es the initia l . current value , which · was 
analyzed in the preceding chap ter, the n decays below it ( Fig . 14) . 
This decay r evea l s the presence of tra p s . In th is section 3.3, we 
shall analyze the r esults of both DC and trans i e nt measurements with 
the aim of find ing the prop e rties of th ese trapping l evels . This 
procedure yields inform.::t tion about the number of trapping l evels , their 
concentrations,their energy dep th s beloH the conduction band , and the ir 
capture cross-sections . We will s h ow be l ow that th e r e are two trapping 
l evels which in f luence the current de n s ity-voltage characteristics . 
For convenience in n o t a tion , we wi ll call the shallower l eve l the , 
\ 
f-l eve l and the deeper l eve l th e s- l eve l . Th ese labe l s were suggested 
by the "fast" and " s l ow" n a ture of th e ir trans i e nt r esponses at 77°K . 
By stu dying th e DC cha racteristics in th e t emperature range 200°K < T 
< 293°K, information about the d eeper s- l eve l is obtained : Its concen-
tra tion d e rived from the trap- fill e d-limi t voltage ( Eq . 6 Sec tio n 1 . 2), 
and its energy depth fro m the factor 8 ( Eq . 5 Sec tion 1.2). The capture 
s 
cross-section of this s- J eve l is obtained fr om the room t empera ture 
trans i e nt measu r ement of the trappin g time ( Eq . 8 Section 1 . 3) . 
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Figure 14 Composite oscillogram of a typical applied voltage pulse ' and of typical current responses . 
1 majo r division = 1 em . 
A: applied voltage pulse, 5 v/cm vert. and 50 ns/cm horiz . 
B: current response before irradiation showing no trapping 20 rnA/em vert . and 1 ~s/cm horiz. 
C: current response after irradiation showing the fast decay, 4 rnA/em vert. and 1 ~s/cm horiz . 
D: curve C expanded to show the slow decay, 0.4 rnA/em vert. and 100 ~s/cm horiz . 
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A b and model i s proposed which explains the ob served facts 
obtained from transient measurement s at low t emperatures . We obtain 
the concentration of the shallower f-lev e l fro m the v al u es of the trap-
filled-limit voltage, VTFLf' a ssoc i a t ed with the f-level, the energy 
d epth from the calculated Bf usin g the proposed model, and the capture 
cro ss -section from the measured trappin g time . 
The outline of this section will b e as follows: 
(1) theore ti cal discussion of DC characteristics 
(2) discussion of experimental DC characteristics 
(3) theoretical discussion of proposed b and mode l s and their transient 
responses 
(4) discussion of experimental transient measurements 
(5) analy s is of additional data 
(6) summary and discussion. 
3.3.1 Theore tica l discussion of DC character istics. 
To explain the DC character i s ti cs , the situation represented in 
Fig. 1 5 i s con s idered . Let the free carrier concentration at therma l 
equilibrium in the conduction band be n . Th e corresponding position of 
0 
th e fermi level is at Ef0 . We assume t ha t Efo is far below the 
conduction band so that Boltzmann ' s statistics app lies . The transi tion 
fr om a linear Ohmic behavior J ~ V t o a space-charge- limited beh avior 
J ~ v2 occurs at the voltage at 1.:\Iich the concentration of injected 
fr ee carriers equals n0 • In other lvords, th e total free carrier con-
centrati_on n~ in Lh .:! cc>ilducLlon IJ ,li1cl is gi \-1211 by 
t r e.e 
C\J 
'E 
{) 
<( 
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Ec = 0 
Et 
Efo 
n0 = Nc exp (- Et0/kT) 
I 
--------- -T-
1 . I 
I ~gqci 8/{8+1) 
g"~vO / f~ -- -_____ l_ 
trap - fr~ LiJ ~vO 
· ~ set 1 / r trap-dominated 
I I / 1 · 
I lj : 
I / . : 
/• 
I /1: I . I 
I/ ~qua~ i ohmic 
- I 
I I 
I l 
I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I ~U/EU+ 1F~ 
I 
I 
V (Vo lt s ) 
\ 
Figure 15 Idealized characteristics showing the dif fe rent ranges 
of sc l c free of trap s and dominated by shallow traps. 
2n 
0 
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Whe n tra p s a re ab sent, this trans ition occurs at the app lied 
~olt age v1 ( see Fi g . 15). The corresponding po s ition of the fermi 
level Efl i s g i ven by 
or 
With s h a llow traps , h owev e r, the amo unt of fre e inj ec t e d char ge 
at vl i s r e du ced by a f ac t o r of e!l whe r e e i s th e s t a tistical fact o r 
introduced in sec t ion 1.2. He nce with tra p s , Efl i s give n by 
e 
Efl = Efo + kq~nEl+ 8+1) 
For 8 << 1, then 
The tra n s ition b etween J ~ V a nd J ~ v2 in the presen ce of 
sh a llow traps occurs a t ( see Fi g . 15) 
v e -1 
2 ~E~1 F 
\ 
and the position of the fermi l eve l Ef 2 i s again given by 
We h ave assumed here that the x dependence of the v arious carrier 
conce ntrations can be ignored . This assumption is valid some distance 
away from the emitter and as long as the trap s are shallow, as shown 
(8) . (22) 
by Lampert and others . We note in passing that,in the "quasi 
Ohmic" range between v1 and v2, th e current apparently is still Ohmic 
but the internal conditions of th e device are really those of the 
space-charge -limited range. 
For v2 < V < VTFL' th e concentration of the free injected charge 
carriers is greater than n . The characteristic is again " square l aw" 
0 
until the trap-filled-limit voltage VTFL is reached. In this range of 
applied voltage , th e fermi l eve l moves from Ef 2 to the trap level Et 
If V2 ~ V1 /B ~ VTFL' however, the characteristic will go directly from 
\ 
Jn to JTFL' and in this situation , the th ermal equilibrium fermi l evel 
is only one or t~vo kT belo\v the trap l evel , i.e. the l evel is "deep ". 
We recal l here that a trap level is " shallmv" if it is 1ocated 
energet ically several kT above th e t hermal equilibrium fermi l eve l 
( section 1. 2). 
3.3.2 Di sc us s ion of DC characteristics . 
In Fig. 16 th e DC characteristics of devic e J2 (W 124 ).1) are 
plott ed with te mpe rature a s a para meter. 
C\J 
I 
E 
u 
<( 
J0- 1 
DC Character istics vs Temperature 
After irradiation <P = 1.2 X I o11 njcm2 
2 Jsc ~v 
trap- free 
T=293°K 
V (Volt s ) 
101 
Fi g u re 1 6 Typ ical characteris t i c s o[ t h e DC current v s voltaBe as a 
f unction of t emre ratur c after irrad iation at a dose of 
11 2 ¢"' 1.2 x ] 0 n / cm , sh01vi ng t he trap- fill ed- U mit vo J t atjc . 
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Experiment a lly, we ob se rve a sq ua re l aw ran ge at T ~ 293°K. This 
indicates tha t the traps are shallow . From the characteristics , we 
also obtain V' TFL ~ 20 V ( ± 10%), 8 ' ~ 1/7. He n ce by Eq. (6) Sec tio n 
1.2 we obtain th e trap concentration* 
N' ~ 1.6 X 1012 
t 
em 
-3 (R-1 ) 
. 19 -3 
Thus , by Eq . (S) Sec ti on 1. 2 and with N =2 . 4x 10 em , we calculate 
c 
b~ ~ 0.47 ± 0.01 e V (R-2) 
Furthe rmore, from Fig . 16, we obtain 
At T 263°K, thi s same l eve l would generate a 
0 . 014 
He nc e 
*For conv Qn i cncc , w~ lab e J th e cxperJmcnta Jly de riv e d va ]ues by 
R-1 , R-2 , etc . . 
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With V'TFL ~ 20V, practically independent of temperature (s ee Section 
3. 3 . 5), we do not expect to see a Hell-defined square l mv range in the 
DC characteris ti c anymor e be cause of the wide transition between 
the Ohmic and the trap-fille d-limit r ange . Actually JQ also decreases 
with t empera ture (App endix 2) and this means that more exactly 
and therefore als o 
Because JQ decreases Hith t empe rature at a much slower rate than 8 ' , 
v2 still increases with de c reas ing t emperat ure . Hence no squ a re lmv 
r ange i s expected for T < 263°K . Thi s agrees with the experimental 
facts . He further conclude that for T < 263°K, the thermal equil ib-
rium f ermi l eve l i s only one or two kT below t he trap l evel, i.e. th e 
l eve l i s no longer a shallow trapp ing l eve l for thal t emperat ure 
r a nge . 
3 . 3. 3 Theoretical di scussion____9j _ _p_r__c::}2osecl band mod_e l s a__!!d their 
Before tu rning to the expcriment<ll r csu] t:s of th e transient 
meas ur ePH'n t s , He sh;o!]_] first di scuss t1vo b.:1nd mode l s as represented in 
fi g . 17. L1ch mude ] cons is Ls of i~;w d i sc r clc t:rappi ng l evels l ahe ] J e el 
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TRAPPING 8 DETRAPPING AT 77 °K 
Va .------------------------
0.. 
0.. 
<( 
li-----i---------------------------~ 
0 
0 
Model 1 
I 
~::!KK 
r- T 
T = 
Measured detrapping time = T 
Assumptions 
r:' <<(r"r') f f I )( 
(r" r') << (r.' r." r") f I )( S I S I )( 
Model 2 
Measured detrapping time = rf' 
Assumpti ons 
T 1 << (T 11 T 1 ) f f I S 
(r" r') << (r." r' T 11 ) f I S S I )(I )( 
\ 
Fi g u re 1 7 T r apping model s and th c jr currt' n t re spo nse t o a vo l tage stL'p . 
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f and s with the s -level deep er than the f - leve l. The following 
nomenc l ature i s used: 
, . and " for the trapping and the de trapping f '£ 
l ' and " for the trapp in g and the de trapping l 
s s 
, . and " for the d mvnHard and up\vard traffic T 
X X 
between the t\vO levels . 
We make the follo~ing assump tions : 
Mod e l 1: 
Mod e l 2: 
T ' << (T" T ' ) f f' X << ( T I ' s 
1 
<< (T 11 T 1 ) << 
T f f' S ( T il s ' 
II 
T S' 
' T x' 
Til ) 
X 
Til ) 
X 
times of the £-level 
times of the s-leve l 
time constants 
The assumptions of model 1 imply tha t the trapping kinetics follows t wo 
step s . Th e free carriers are i nitia lly captured by the £-level, then 
sink into the s-level, with some fraction of the injected concentration 
being re-emittcd into the band . The assumptions of mod e l 2 imply that 
ther e is no traffic b etween the two trapping l eve l s , but only b e twe en 
the l eve l s and the conduction b and . The calculations of the current 
response J(t) to an applied turn-on voltage step V , applied in th~ 
a 
space-charge-limited r a nge a nd such th a t Va << VTFL' arc shown in 
details in Appendix 1. Th e re s ult s of App e ndi x 1 are summarized b e low. 
wh ere 
In model 1, we obta in 
J 
sc 
J ( t) 
and 
1 
T I ' A2 =:: 
f 
T ' f 
l 
1 
T' 
X 
T == 
( 1) 
II 
T f T X 
Til + T ' 
f X 
( 2 ) 
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In the detrapping experiment corresponding to this mode l (s ee discus-
sion of experimental section 3 . 3 . 4 for details), the measured detrapping 
T 
time would be T and the amount of carriers de trapped is N, where , .. 
f 
N i s the concentration of in j ec t ed carriers at the applied voltage V . 
a 
I n model 2, we obtain 
J ( t ) 
A t A t 
~ J e 1 + J r e 2 
s c sc 
where 
and r ~ 
T I 
f 
T' f 
( 3 ) 
In the de trapping experiment corresponding to this model, the measured 
detrapping time would b e T 11 f and we expect all inj ected carriers to be 
detrapped . 
Exp e rimenta lly, the difference in the two models appears in the 
result s of the de trapping experiments . We will show below that , from 
the result s of the detrapping experiments, model 1 app lies to our 
-
T -
case . These results \vill yield - .. - and T . From the J (t) curves, th e 
T f 
factor r and the trapping time T 1 f are measured . These numbers 
' I f 
should satisfy the relation r which serves as au internal 
T 
self-cons i stency check. Also , " f can b e derived , h ence \ve can obtain 
I 
T f 
II 
T f 
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Once Ntf is known, Etf and af can be obtained ( sections 1.2 and 1 . 3). 
We not e here that if the concentration of £-level is finite, a VTFLf 
will be reached in the plot of ( J r) vs volt age which is indeed 
sc 
observed ( Fig . 20). We also note that since T 11 f is a function of 
temperature , r is also a function of temperature . This last point 
will be used later to show that, in the high temperature range, the 
non-exponential behavior of th e current vs tim e observed is not du e 
to a distribution in energy of trap l evels . 
3.3.4 Discussion of experimenta l transient measurements . 
In terms of the two-level model proposed in the preceding section, 
the values of N ' and E ' (R-1 and R-2) are a ssoc iated with the s-level 
t t 
and will be us e d as N and E As \vi ll be shovm later, this s-level t s t s 
0 has a slow average trapping time at 77 K compared to a fast trapping 
time associated Hith the £-level at the same temperature . 
Fig. 18 shows the current r espon se J(t)-J( oo ) to a turn-on voltage 
step of V 
a 
5 V for d evi ce J2. Temperature is the p a rame ter. The 
increase in current at t ~ 0 as a function of t empera ture reflects 
the temperat ure dependence of th e mobility , as discussed in section 
3 . 2.1. In Fig. 19, this effect i s eliminated by normalizing the curves 
to th e room t emperature mobili.ty . 
0 At T = 293 K, th e time dependence of the current i s fairly close ly 
Since 8 i s smal l, we derive ( Eq . 7 section 1.3) 
s 
"' 
'E 
u 
<:J: 
8 
,) 
Current Dens ity vs Time 
Afte r irrod iotion 4> • 1.2 ><1011 n/cm2 
V • 5V 
Device J2 
W • 124fLm 
A • 1.8>< 10-2 cm2 
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. t (}1-S) 
Figure 18 The dependence upon time of the current J(t)-J(oo) for a constant voltage 
step of SV applied at t ~ 0 to a thick device having VTFL ~ 20 V. Temperature 
is the parameter . 
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10-3 
10 
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Normalized Curren t Densi ty vs Time 
Aft er irradiation cp = 1.2x10 11 n/cm 2 
V = 5V 
Dev ice J2 
W = 124,um 
A = 1.8 xlo-2 cm 2 
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Fi g u re 19 The dependence u pon time of the current J(t)-J(oo ) n o rmalized 
t o th e roo m t empera tu re mobi lity , for a constant volt age 
st ep of SV applied at t 0 to a thick device having 
VT FL"' 20 V. Temrer;--tture i s th e pnranwter . 
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Hence with Nts ~ 1 . 6 X l012c m- 3 and vth = 
section of the 0 . 47 eV l eve l at T = 1 293°K 
7 10 cm/s the capture cross-
( Eq. 8 section 1.3) is 
- 14 2 
a ~ 1 . 45 x 10 em 
s 
( R-3) 
This order of magnitude indica t es that the trap is an attractive 
c oulombic center. In fact, the capture cross-section of an attractive 
Coulomb center can b e estimated from th e follm..ring rel a tio n ( 23 ) 
-9 
where 9, = 7 . 1 x 10 ~I in unit of em , is the mean free p ath in the 
t h ermal agitation r ange, s is t he di e lectri c cons t an t of 
silicon 
at room tempera ture, we obtain 
0 ~ 1.4 X 10-14 2 em 
Thu s it is very like Jy th at the trapping state observed at 0.47 eV 
i s sjngly positively charged Hhen n o t occupi ed by a trapp ed e l ectron . 
0 0 In th e t empe r ature r ange 125 K < T < 263 K, th e J(t) curve s are 
n on-exponential and hardly change \vi th t emperature . It i s not likely 
tha t th is non- cxponentin l behavior i s du e to a distribution of l eve l s 
since thi s inL crp reL at ion would require a change in J(t) wit l1 temper -
aturc ( see section 3 . 3 . 3). It i s not du e t o the sa turation of traps 
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( 11) . 
either, because according to Gregory et al the decay 1s closely 
exponential when V"' (1/4) VTFL' We have , however, already noted that 
i n t his temperature range, the 0 . 4 7 eV level is no longer shallmv. 
In that instance the occupancy of the level varies appreciably with 
x , even at therma l equilibrium and certainly more so during the 
t ransient. A theory for the t ransient respons e under such circumstances 
does not yet exist, but it is to b e expected t~at the decar will not 
follow a simple exponential anymore in this case . 
We note that, as temperature decreases, other trapping levels 
shallower than the 0.47 eV level could start to influence the current. 
This happens when their associated factor 8 ( Eq . 5 section 1. 2) 
becomes smaller tha n 1. Indeed , in the temperature range 77°K < 
T < 110°K, the J(t) curves have an additional fast compon ent indicating 
the presence of another l eve l according to our models (App endix 1) . 
The results of Appendix 1, as summarized in Sec tion 3 . 3.3, are 
strictly correct only for shallow traps . In applying th em to our case 
wl1ere one of the levels is deep, the procedure i s thus one of mere 
first approxima tion . A typical for m of the fast component at 77°K 
is plotted in Fi g . 20. The fast time constant lies at about 3IJs. The 
non-exponential beha vior of this fast decay i s probably related to th e 
non-ideal situation \vhich exists in r eality . Fig. 21 shmvs the value 
of J f (i . e. J r of theoretical discu s sio n) of the current after the 
sc sc 
fast d e cay only an d the current at DC (J ) at 77° K. A trap -
sc total 
0 l , l"' \ ' ~ 1 r ~ ~ J ') ~; - .L t._ .._L 1. .._. J... f ' 
sc 
j s d e fined 
only approxi nw t e ly by th e charac t e ri s tic Jscf (V), th e value s of VTFLf 
0 
V = 5 Volts 
T = 77 °K 
0 
0 
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Fi g ur e 20 Th e in i ti al por tion of current v s time at 77°K, after 
d 2 011 I 2 irradia tion at a o se of ¢ ~ 1. x 1 n em , a s a 
r esponse t o a volta ge s tep 5V . VTFL of th is device is 
at about 20V . 
Fi gure 21 
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Posl Irradiati on Chara cterist ics 
T = 77 o K 
4> = 1. 2 x 10 11 cm-2 
~ In ilia I ( lrap free ) curren t - whi l e i ll um ination 
9 -S i f i ll ered il i um. 
o - dark 6 1 ::o: t s. 
o -dark 6 1"' 10 min. 
A Trapp ed curr ent due to fast traps - dark 
• DC curr ent - dar k 
9 
Device J2 
W = 124J-Lm 
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0 
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0 ~ 
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0 
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I If 
I • 
I 
• 
• 
V ( Volt s) 
0 
0 
0 A 
Typica l cha r acte r is t ics of init i al ( t r ap-free ) c u rre n t vs 
v o lt age at 77°K , after ir r adiation a l a dos e of ¢ ~ 1. 2 x 
10Jln/cm2 , obtained under various condi t ions of ambient 
il. J umin:-ttions. t\ ] so s!101m are the ch.1rz·1cter i stics of Jsc f 
(op c>n tri angJ e~;F .:end of Jsc l o . 1 (full dot.:s). Th e 
. . d. ld . ' . . f v a n d steep rises 1 n c u rr~nt 1.n LC.:J L c t<le pos 1 t1on o · TFLf 
V 1 , r espec t 1ve l y . TFL t ota · 
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2 
of various devices show a clear W dependence on the thickness (Fig. 22) . 
This offers support to th e two leve l id ea . Analogous re s ults holds for 
J and V . 
sc total TFL tot al 
The concentration of the £-level follows directly from VTFLf and 
we obtain ( Eq . 6 Sec tion 1.2) 
(R-4) 
With a trapping time T 1 f around P~s and with this concen tration Ntf' 
we derive a capture cross-sec tion of ( Eq . 8 Section 1 . 3) 
(R-5) 
using the value of vth = 0.6 x 107 cm/ s for th e th e r ma l v e locity a t 
77 °K. Thi s magnitude for o f again indica t es an a ttrac tive coulombic 
cent e r. 
To check our model s ( Fig . 17), ~1 e foll owing d etrapping experime nt i s 
0 p erfoYllled at 77 K. A turn-on volta ge step V is app lied . 
a 
The vo ltage 
is th en s uddenly reduced t o zero before J(t) has r eached the end of the 
fa s t decay . Let the curren t densi ty at thi s in s t ant of time be Joff 
( as shown in Fig . 23) . According t o both mod e l s in Fig . 17, the 
inj ec t ed ch arge is now most ly t rappe d in the £-level which i s faster 
than the s- l e v e l . \Hthi.n a tr ansi l time of the instan t t = 0 tvhe n 
th e device is short-cirCLd t e d , a JJ carriers :Ln the conduction b and arc 
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T = 77 ° K 
4> = 1.2 x 1011 cm-2 
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Figure 22 Th e d ependence upon th e thickness W of VTFLf and 
v ~ l " T e~ to tc:t 
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Current Response in the Double Pulse Experiment 
Cl> 
Ol 
0 
+-
-~ Va 
"0 
Cl> 
·-
-Cl. 
Cl. 
<I: 
0 _., 
0 t short t 
J off 
0 
0 tshor t t 
Figure 23 Diagram of the c u r r ent responses to the voltage pulses 
appli ed in t he detrapping experiments . 
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swept out by the internal electric field generated by the trapped 
charge . As time goes on, carriers are detrapped therma lly and are 
swept out by the field of the remaining trapp ed charge. Hence, as 
carriers are detrapped the transit time in the field of th e trapped 
charge increases rapidly. It is shown in App endix 1, however , that 
this whole process i s much shorter than the time periods considered 
here. We can thus assume tha t all ~arriers in the conduction band are 
swept out of the device before they could be retrapped during the time 
the d evice is short-circuited . 
If now at t = t h , a second pulse V is applied, the difference 
s ort a 
between the maximum amplit ude J 2 of the second current pulse and Joff 
is directly proportional to the concentration of carriers detrapped in 
the time interval 0 < t < t h ( Fig . 23) . That it is so is sho\vn by 
s ort 
th e following argument . 
With an applied voltage Va' the total inj ected charge Q1 is 
approximately given by 
cv 
a 
\ 
where C is the geome trical capacitance per unit area of the device . 
The current J 1 is given by 
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where t is th e trans it time 
0 
t 
0 
Let us assume that at t = 0 (when the device is short-circuited) 
Q1 is completely trapp ed . Suppose that f Q1 is detrapped during the 
t ime interval 0 < t < t h . When a second vbltage pulse V is 
s ort a 
applie d at t = t h , t he tota l charge in the device mus t again be 
s ort 
Q1 . Since fQ1 had escaped, t hat amount is add e d by injection of free 
carriers at t t . 
short Hence t h e current J 2 will b e 
Hence we h ave shown tha t t he amplitud e of the current of the second 
p ulse is direct ly proportional to the amount of det r apped carriers . 
Th e r efore it is only n ecessary to ana ly ze the h e i ght of the second 
current pulse in order to find out about the amo unt of carriers 
detrapped in the time interval 0 < t < t . 
short 
Experimentally we observe that the h eigh t of the second current 
p ulse J 2 increases r o ushly expone11tially with tsho rt " Th e average 
t im e constant is about JOOps and r eaches th e limiting v a lue 
J ( t 2 short 
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The average dctrapping time constant is chosen as th e time it takes J
2 
to reach the value {Joff + 0.63 [J2 (t short = oo ) - Joff)} · 
This r esult indicates that only 1/4 of the trapp ed inj ected charge is 
d e trapped. Hence , mod e l 1 applies, since model 2 predict s that the 
majority of the trapped charge in this experiment should detrap 
(App endix 1). Therefore we have from model 1 
1' 
- .. -
T f 
1 
4 
The measured d e trapping time const ant is 
T "' 300 ± 50 )J S 
and the f actor r is meas ur ed t o be (Fi g . 21) 
r "' 0.01 
We h ave fo und T 1 f = 3)Js . This al l ows u s t o make an internal self-
con s i s t ency ch eck of the value of r (R-8 ) u sing th e values of L I 
I f 
T f 
-
i s in deed satisfied. Using the T (R-7) . Th e relation r 
T 
exp er i men t a l v a lues above , we derive 
T :::' !rOO ps 
X 
T " 
f J 200ps 
(R-6) 
(R-7 ) 
( R-8 ) 
a nd 
hence 
1 
400 
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(R-9) 
W"th N ~ 1 4 1012 - 3 E . d . d b (E 5 S . 1 2) l tf . x em , tf lS erlve to e q. ectlon . 
Etf ~ 0.14 eV ± 0.005 eV (R-10) 
Another internal consistency check is applied as follows. 
The temperature T at which this 0.14 eV level will start to act 
0 
8f 
visibly as a trap, i.e. when the corresponding factor < 1, can be 
ef+l 
estimated. We have (Eq. 5 Section 1.2) 
T 
0 
12 3 18 -3 With Etf ~ 0.14 eV, k~f ~ 1.4 x 10 em- , Nc ~ 3 x 10 em and 
setting 8f = 1, we derive 
This is indeed closely the temperature at which additional trapping is 
observed in Fig. 18 and 19, and thus constitut~an independent confir-
rnation of the proposed two-level model. Thus, there exists two regimes 
of trapping behavior. 0 0 In the temperature range 108 K < T < 293 K, only 
the s-level (0.47 eV) influences the current, while in the temperature 
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0 0 
range 77 K < T < 108 K, both £-leve l (0.14 eV) a nd s-level influe n ce 
the current. Some furthe r experimental dat a consistent with the t wo -
level model are given b e low. 
In the t empera ture r a nge 200°K < T < 293°K, th 2 following 
detrapping experiment i s p e rforme d: a long voltage puls e c~ ORM~sF is 
applied and i s immediately folloHed by a short- circuit condition. At 
time t = t h from the end of the first pulse , a second voltage pulse 
s ort 
is applied. The amplitude J 2 of the second current pulse is again 
directly related to th e amo unt of cha rge detrappe d in the time 
interv a l 0 < t < t h . We observe that J 2 increases r o ughly s ort 
expone ntially wi th t 1 and, in the limit of t h ~ oo , reach es a s ort s ort 
limiting v a lue equa l to J 1 , i.e. all the charge i s d e trapped . 
temperature range , the only detrappin g time cons tant involved 
In thi s 
i s < " 
s 
sin ce , according to our model , th e fa s t 0.14 eV leve l is too shallow 
to alter the process s i gnif ican tly. The measure d detrapping time 
constant (measured i n th e same way as in the de trappin g experimen t at 
0 77 K) as a function of t empe rature is lis t ed in table III. The 
c a lcula ted d etrapp in g ti me cons t a nt (Appendix 1) as a function of 
temperature i s also listed , taking for T 1 the experimentally 
s 
d e t ermined v a lues (Fi g . 16 ) and u s ing E = 0.475 e V. The agreement 
ts 
bet1veen T 11 and T 11 1 i s good, a nd h e nce thi s r esul t i s con-s meas s ca c 
sis t en t with th e proposed mode ]. Besides , it confirms t he value o f the 
energy depth of th e s-leve] . 
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Trapping and Detrapping Time Con s t a nt s in the High Temp era ture Range 
T 293°K 26 3°K 23 3°K 212°K 
T ' ( IJS ) 4 . 3 
meas 
15 30 30 
11 ( 1JS ) 23 100 500 7400 T me as 
11 ( ps) 28 95 . 5 720 7100 T calc 
3.3.5 Analysis of addi tiona l data . 
At 77°K we had me asured J and obtained VTFL J which 
sc tota l to t a _ 
is the trap-fill ed-limit voltage corresponding to the total c oncentra tion 
of trap s N - N + N at 77°K. 
· t total - tf t s 
From VTFL tot a l we obtain 
N ~ 2 . 4 x 1M 1O cm~ ~ 
t t otal 
to within 10%. Hence th e concentration of 0. 47 traps a t 77°K is 
to within 20%. All th ese valu es are from 77 °K d a t a . At ro om 
temperature , howeve r, we found for th e concentration of t he same 
s- l evel 
N 
t s 
12 -3 ~ l. 6 x 10 em 
to wi th in 10%. This chonge must thus reflect a fer mi level shif t as 
a fun ction of t e~pcrature K I t means that at 77°K, abou t 1/ 3 of the 
0.47 eV traps an:- occupied a t tllcnna ] equi librium, CJSSUJning that at 
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of the 0.47 eV l eve l s at 77°K at th e1~1al equilibrium is consistent with 
e arlier facts. At the beginning of this section, we h ad indeed found 
that, at lmv t empe r atures , the therma l equilibrium fermi l eve l is v ery 
clo se to the 0 . lf 7 eV l eve l (thi s level is "deep" at low t empera tures), 
thus leading t o appreciab l e occup a ncy . 
In Fig . 24, Ntf is pl o tted as a function of irradiation do se ~ · 
Th e data point at ~ ~ 1.2 x 1011n/cm2 is the r es ult of the analysis of 
8 s amples . The da ta points at ~ ~ 5.5 x 1011n/cm2 and ~ ~ 4 x 1012n/cm2 
are obtained from the ana ly s is of 2 samples . From Fig. 24, we derive 
an introduction r a t e of~ 11 (n cm)-l for the 0.14 eV l eve l. Th e 
0 -1 int roduction rate measured at 77 K for the 0.47 eV l eve l is ~ 8 (n cm) , 
obt a ined from t he analysis of 8 samples at ~ 11 2 ~ 1 . 2 x 10 n/ cm , 
11 2 12 2 2 s amp l es at ~ ~ 5.5 x 10 n/cm and no ne at ~ = 4 x 10 n/cm , the 
12 2 
reason being th a t at ~ = 4 x 10 n/cm, VTFL 1 exceeds th e break -tota 
down v o ltage of the sample . 
Preliminary annealing experiment s indicate tha t even after annea l 
0 
at 350 C, strong trapping by the 0 . 47 eV l evel still occurs. Th is point 
will be discussed further in th e next section . 
In the preced ing section , we have studied the trapping and the 
detrapping processes which ex ist i n silicon single cry s tals after 
irradiatlon with fast netttrons . We have id en tified two dist inct 
trapping l eve l s at about Etr ~ 0 .] 4 eV and E = 0.47 eV below th e t s 
-1 They arc introduc ed at rate s of ~ 11 (nc m) and 
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/ 
z 
Do se 
Figure 24 Th e dep e nd e nce upon dose of the concentration of fast 
7 - 0 tr ap s at 7 K. The straighL l ine jnclicates an introduction 
-1 
r ate of ~11 (n cm) . 
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. -1 12 -3 ~ 8 (ncrn ) respectively, yielding concentrations of~ 10 ern for a 
dos e of ~ = 1.2 x 1011n/ crn 2 . Th e cross-sections of o f = 4 x l0-14 crn2 
0 -14 2 
at 77 K and a ~ 1.4 x 10 em at room t emperature indicate that both 
s 
levels are of the donor t ype (that is, singly posit~vely charged \vhen 
empty). Since the free carrier concentration after irradiation, (Appendi x 2) 
11 -3 
comput ed from the Ohmic current, does not exceed ~ 10 ern , we conclude 
that, from neutrality requirement, there must also exis t acceptor typ e 
levels introduced by the radiation . At 77°K, the trapping kinetics 
follows two steps. The free electrons are initially captured by the 
shallow 0.14 eV trap s and then sink into the deep 0.47 eV traps, 
predominant ly without being re-emitted into the band. Above approx-
imately 110°K, the shallow traps a-e not numerous enough and their 
detrapping rat e is sufficient ly f as t so that the deep traps dominate 
the transient response . Ta bl e IV summarizes the findings. The proposed 
mod e l describes the majority of experimental observations satisfactorily 
and self-consistently. It explains , for example, why we observe a 
characteristic composed of an Ohmic r ange follmved by a square la~v 
range then by a trap-fill ed- limit ran ge , at room temperature , and a 
characteristic composed of an Ohmic ran ge follo~IDed i mmedia t e ly by a 
trap-fill ed-limit range , at lmv tempe ratures. It also properly 
r epresents detrapp in g characteristics both as a function of time and 
temperat ure . 
Th e experimental re s ults presented here also offered a first 
direc t verification of th e s j Plp ] e mod e l of space-clwrgc-limited current 
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TABLE IV 
Summary of Results of Trapping Phenomena in Silicon 
Energy belo\v 
conduction band 
Introduction rate 
at 77°K 
Concentration 
Capture 
cross-section 
Trapping time 
constants 
De trapping 
time consta nt s 
Due to 14 HeV Neutron Radiation 
"fast" traps 
O.llf ± O.OOSeV 
-1 
"' 11 (ncm) 
E 
ts 
"slow" traps 
0.47 ± O.OleV 
. -1 
"' 8 (ncm) 
12 -3 0 ~ 1.4 x 10 em at 77 K 
1.0 x 1012cm- 3 at 77°K 
N ~ 
ts 1.6 x 1012 cm-3 at 293°K 
-14 2 0 
of ~ 4 x 10 em at 77 C a 
s 
T' 
f 
II 
T f 
0 ~ 3ps at 77 K 
0 ~ 1200ps at 77 K 
T' 
s 
0 ~ 4KP~s at 293 K 
0 
T 11 ~ 23ps at 293 K 
s 
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dominated by shallow and deep traps. There exists no case in the open 
literature in which the characteristic of space-charge-limited current 
through a solid has successfu lly b een interpreted with a finite number 
of di screte trapping levels. In the few cases in which both a trap -free 
(V >> VTFL) and a trap-domina t e d (V << VTFL) range have actually b een 
observed , the transition was so bro a d tha t a continuous distribution of 
traps throughout a band of ene r gies h ad to be ~nvoked for an explanation ( 24 ). 
Although we do not claim that b ands do not really exist i~ the present 
case , the analysis offered in this chapter indicates that if they exist, 
these bands are fairly narrow and sufficiently so , that a discrete l evel 
offe rs an acceptable approxima t ion t o reality. 
Several experimental facts h ave not found a simple explana ti on, 
however : ( i) the predominantly n on -exponential nature of the time 
d e p endences for temperatures below 263°K, (i i) the thresho ld voltage 
observed in the initial current characteristics in the same temperature 
range, and (iii) the t emperat ur e dependence of the current in the Ohmic 
ran ge (App endix 2) . We think that the first two are related because 
th ey start to occur in the same t emperature ran ge . Attempts to explain 
the non-exponential behavior as due to many traps distributed in energy 
soon develop inconsistencies . We h ave pointed out in section 3 . 3 . 2 
the correlation between th e non-exponential time dependence and the fact 
that th e 0 . 47 eV level is only one or two kT above the thermal equili-
brium fermi level . Wh e n this situation prev3ils, one can certainly no 
lon ger nc~ lect th e spct i al dcpcndcn~e o f the trap population . No 
theory exists for tl1e large s ignal turn-on transient response und e r 
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these conditions. Clearly, the problem is no longer linear, and 
exponential solutions cannot be expected. An approach to this problem 
which could avoid elaborate analyses, as computation would, consists of 
subdividing the bulk into "uniform" segmen~sI blur the discontinuities 
and thus finally end up with sums of exponentials. This analysis has 
not b een performed . It is clear that the n ex t major improvement on 
this study would consist in studying this non-exponential behavior. 
This might involve a detailed analysis of the influenc e of defect 
1 . "1" (25) c usters ln Sl leon . 
The experimental techniques conventionally used to analyze 
irradia ted silicon are the Hall Effect and r esist ivity measurements 
as a function of ambient temperature . These methods all test thermal 
equilibrium conditions . In this study, the Ohmic range corresponds to 
a thermal equilibrium situation. However, the Ohmic characteristics 
are not und ers tood at - presen t (Appendix 2). On the other hand, our 
space-charge-limi ted current technique, definitely does not qualify for 
this statement. Wh e ther space-charge-limited current can be regarded 
as an extension of thermal equilibrium, and under what conditions, is 
a matter presently under discussion in connection with noise measure-
ments of space-charge-limited current. It would be very valuable, in 
the contex t of this work, to possess guidelines and means with which to 
establish quantit a tive conne ctions bet\veen space-cha rge-limited current 
and therma l equilibrium measurements. The jTOblem may, unfortunately, 
b e rather complex. For ins tance, recombination and generation 
phenome na will necessarily have to be included also. But theo ries of 
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single carrier space-charge-limi t ed current which would incorpor a t e 
the effect have not yet b een developed . Theories of doubl e injection 
(two-carrier space-charge- limite d curren t), on the other hand , 
·typically assume that reco mbin a tion i s th e main r a ther than a secondary 
effect. 
Fast neut ron d amage in s ilicon has b een studied previously by 
( 26 - 31) 
other workers . In contras t to ru rs , ~heir r esults are always 
obt ained on silicon of much lower r esis tivity and generally und er 
conditions n ear the rma l equilibriu m. There are two typ es of d efects to 
be considered : intrins i c d e fect s or defect s related to the silicon 
it self, and i mpur ity r elated defects or defects tha t are associa t e d 
with the chemical i mpurities present in t he l att ice . A common defect 
in phosphorous-doped silicon i s th e v acancy--phosphorous comp l ex 
whi c h h as a l evel at 0.47 eV . Pre liminary results of annealin g 
e xperiment perfor1ned on our devices indicate that at l east a fraction 
of the tr aps identified at 0.47 eV i s attributable t o the vacancy-
phosphorous comp l ex ; however , t he remainder seems to be related to 
in trinsic defects because even af t er annealing at t emperatures much 
h igher than the annea l ing s tage for th e vacancy-phosphorous complex 
(the V-P complex anneals at arot1nd 1 20°C), t rapping by the 0 . 47 eV 
l evel i s still observed . To our knowledge, t he 0 . 1 4 eV l evel h as n ot 
b een id entif ied before in fast n eutron-damaged silicon . lt prob ab ly i s 
also related to intrinsic defects rath e r than impurity related defects . 
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Finally, th e re s ults have dir ec t practical significance . It can 
be stated that devices exposed to fast neutron radiation will no t be 
affected seriously in their p erformance as far as changes in the 
mobil ity i s concerned . But the trapping of carriers will quite soon 
hav e serious detrimental effec t s if the devi ces operate with space -
charge-limited current . It thu s does not f ollow that, i f a device 
relies only on the drift of one t ype of carriers (rather tha n on tbe 
presence of two, as in a conventiona l t ransistor ), tha t device wi ll also 
b e radiation resistant . This point has b een genera lly overlooked so 
f ar , but is obviously quite significant . 
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CONCLUSION 
The flow of space-charge-limited current through high purity 
silicon has been analyzed before and after th e introduction of d efec t s 
by 14 MeV neutron radiation. The effect of th e radiation on the drift 
v elocity-field relationship of electrons in silicon is studied . The 
numb e r of data points is, however , too limited to allow a detailed 
analysis of thi s effect and no forma l description of it i s given . The 
pres e nce of tr apping levels introduced by the radiation is established 
with transient and DC measurements of space-charge-limited current . 
These measurements yield information on their trapping kinetics . 
Double pulse detrapping experiments are p erformed to study their 
detrapping characteristics . A b and model consisting of two discrete 
tr apping l evels is proposed. Thi s model explains self-consistent ly 
the majority of the experimen tal dat a v ery welJ. 
The r esults prese nted here have implications in device appli~ation 
of space-charge-limited current . Th ey establish tha t devices operating 
on sclc are sensi tive to radiation mainly due to the introduction of 
tr aps . Th ese r esu lt s also at test t o th e sensitivity of sclc as a too l 
to study r adiation effec t s in solids. Sc lc is a non-thermal equilibrium 
method of analysis. At this time , it i s not clear h ow our sclc d a ta 
are r elated t o data obtained wi th more conventional th e r mal equi librium 
measurements like }[all effect and re s istivity measurements . 
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The choice of neutron in this work was one of mere convenience. 
Th e cluster nature of fast n e utron damage could be the cause of some 
of the unanswered problems raised in thi s work . It would be interesting 
to study the flow of sclc through y-irradia t ed sil~conI for instance , 
since y rays are known to introduce more elemental defects rather than 
damage clusters . 
The unanswered problems rai sed in this wotk are several . - The 
problem of current transient r esponse of sc l c in t he presen ce of deep 
traps is one . This problem , in general , might not b e solvab l e analyt-
i cally due to it s non-linear n a tur e . Th e temperat ur e dependence of the 
Ohmic current in our devices i s another ~oblem which remains to be 
understood. These several n ew direc tions for future work again at t est 
to the usefulness of sclc as a t ool t o study radiation damage in so lid s . 
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APPENDI X I 
Trapping and Detrapping Models 
As Lampert has shown(B), as long as the fermi level is several kT 
below the trap levels, space-charge-limited current J is given at 
sc 
. steady state by 
J J ~ n e~b 
sc anode a a 
wher e the subscript "a" refers to quanti ties measured at the anode. 
Hen ce for a constant applied voltage V r esulting in a constant E , 
a a 
J is about proportional to n . In other words, the x dependence can 
sc a 
be i gnored . This conclusion by Lampert is verified by numerical 
computations done by Wright and others( 22 ). Furthermore, Ma ny and 
Rakavy (g) have shown that in the case of slow trapping i.e. when 
trapping is slow compared to the tran s it time, the trans ient problem 
for times longer than the transit time reduce s to that of a sequence 
of steady state conditions . Therefore the problem of current vs time 
can be reduced to the problem of free carrier concentration vs time 
independently of x as long as (i) the trap levels are shallow, that is 
the trapping time constants do not significantly vary with x and (i i ) 
th e time scale is alHays long coillpar.ed to th e transit time of a free 
c arr i er ( slmv trilpping assunption). 
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In thi s appendix we analyze t wo mode l s of trapping and detrapping 
with the above assumptions . T 1 and T11 are th e trapping and detrapping 
time constants respectively . The subscripts f , sand x serve to 
dif ferentiate between different levels ( see Fig. 17). 
Consider the trapping process in model 1. The three important 
time constants are T 1 f' T11 s ' T'x· All other trapping and detrapping 
time constants are assumed to b e much larger than any of these. The 
di fferential equations are 
dn 
dt 
dn 
s 
dt 
__E_ + 
T I 
f 
nf 
- , -
T f 
( 1 _ 1_ ) + 
- nf 7' + T 1 
f X 
At t = 0 n = N n = n = 0 
' ' f s 
l et 
We assume further that 
T 1 << T11 T 1 f f ' X 
n 
n 
s 
n 
T f 
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Then th e sy s t em of equa tion s above becomes 
xl A X x (O) 
where 
1 1 0 
T f 
, .. 
f 
A 1 1 1 T -(- .. - + --) 0 "[ , , "[ I f f X 
0 1 0 T 
X 
The solution f or n(t) i s 
>. 1 t 
"[ I >.2t 
n(t) N f 
"' 
e + N e 
'[ 
with 
>.1 
1 \ 
"' 
- T f 
>.2 
1 
"' 
- T 
X 
, .. "[ I 
f X 
"[ <" + "[ I f X 
Hence 
Alt T I A2 t J ( t) J J f 
"' 
e + e s c s c "[ 
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The ratio r of the initial amplitudes of the slow to the fast 
exponentials is 
,. 
f 
r "' - << 1 
1" 
The detrapping process of model 1 which corresponds to the detrapping 
. experiment performed at 77°K is governed by the system 
The 
The 
At t = 0 
solution is 
dn 
dt 
dnf 
dt 
dn 
s 
dt 
'nf 
n( t) 
nf 
- , -
1" f 
nf nf 
-7 T f X 
N n n 0 
s 
N 
1' (l -t/T = 
," 
- e ) 
f 
n (t) N 1' (1 -t/'f = T - e ) s 
X 
, .. , . 
where - f X 1" , .. + L I f X 
1' N j_s dc t ro.ppod . amo u n t --~~-
1" f 
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Conside r th e trapping process in model 2. The differential 
equations are 
dn 
dt 
dnf 
dt 
dn 
s 
- -
dt 
(- 1- + _ 1_ ) + nf 
T' T' ~ 
f s f 
- n 
n nf 
~ f ~ f 
n 
~ 
s 
At t ; 0, n = N n = n 0 
' f s 
We as s ume furth e r tha t 
T I << II 
f 'f ' 's 
With 
x(t) 
we obt a i n 
x ' Ax 
n 
n 
s 
, x(O) 
N 
0 
0 
where 
A 
The solution for n(t) 
n(t) 
where 
Hence 
(- ] __ + _ 1_) 
, , ,, 
f s 
1 
-:rr f 
1 
-:rr 
s 
is 
N 
).lt 
"' 
e 
1 
- -:rr 
f 
+ 
J ( t) "' J 
sc 
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N 
1 
?' f 
1 
- ?' 
f 
0 
,, 
f )..2t 
- ,.-
l f 
e 
1 
- -:rr 
s 
0 
0 
0 
e 
The r atio r of Lhc inilia l amp litudes of the slow to th e fa s t 
exponentials is 
I 
l f 
r "' 
, " f 
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The corresponding detrapping process of model 2 involves only 
hence we expect all trapp ed charge to be detrapp ed . 
T" f' 
The differenc e in the two models shows up in the results of the 
detrapping experiments: in model 1 , only a fraction of the trapped 
injected charge escapes while in model 2, all of the trapped injected 
charge do. This feature is used to choose the correct model to be 
applied to our case. 
In the calculations of the detrapping processes above, we have 
assumed that a ll carriers in the band are swept out b efore they could 
be retrapp ed again. This ass umption is valid as long as the carrier 
trans it time in the internal fi e ld generated by trapped charge is much 
smaller than the fastest trapping time . Just after the applied voltage 
pulse v is 
a 
turned off (and the device is short-circuited), the average 
transit time t' i s equal to 2t where t = ~i /11V (IV is the thickness 
0 0 0 a 
o£ the device). As trapp ed charges are d e trap ped exponentially with 
time , the built-in field decreases , hence t ' increases exponentially 
0 
\.Jith time as we ll. The fa s test trappin g time encountered is 
A typi ca l v a lue for t i s 
0 
-8 
t "' 1 X 10 S . 
0 
Hence 
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t' ~ 2 x 10-8 exp (t/T') 
0 
where T11 is the detrapping time constant. For t ~ 4 T11 t' will 
short ' o 
be around P~s K Hence we expect the assumption that detrapped carriers 
ar e swept out before they could be retrapped again to be valid . up to 
times t ~ 4 T11 • Therefore our detrapping calculations are valid 
short . 
for a time period shorter than a few detrapping time constants. 
In th e detrapping experiment made in the temperature range 200°K < 
T < 293°K, the only significant energy levels available to the carriers 
are the tra p s at 0.47 eV and the conduction band. The 0.14 eV level is 
too shallow at these tempera tures to affect the detrapping process. At 
steady state, detailed balancing requires 
or 
n/T' 
s 
n /T" 
s s 
n/n 
s 
\ 
Thou gh for most of the t empera ture range considered, Boltzmann ' s 
statistics does not quite hold, we can still der ive meaningful quantities 
Hence 
1 
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( N / N ) exp (-E / kT) 
c t t 
s 
N 
c 
N 
t 
exp ( -0 . 47 / kT) 
e 
s 
The average trapping time T can be measured experimentally, ·then T 11 
s s 
can be calculated. , . 
s meas ' 
, .. 
s meas 
and , .. 
s calc are tabulated in 
in table III in Section 3 . 3.4 . 
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APPENDIX II 
Ohmic and Transition Ranges of the Characterist ics 
Before Irradiat ion: 
In section 2.1.3, it is observed from Hall effect measurements 
that, before i rradia tion, some portions ~ the silicon ingo t used in 
thi s work show the presence of d eep l eve l s tha t reduce the free carrier 
concentration at 77 °K compared t o that at room t emperature . Such a 
+ + . distinct i on can also b e observed among the n v n devlces . 
Figs. 25 and 26 show typical DC and initia l current J(V) charac-
teristics in the Ohmic and transi tion ranges at room t empera ture a nd 
77°K for a device r e l a tive ly free of deep l eve ls. The free carrier 
concentration at room temperature as comput ed from the relation 
11 -3 2 R = W/(n qJJA) i s n "' 7. 7 x 10 em t aking lJ = 1500 em /Vs , which is 
0 0 
the value obtained from th e square l aw asymptote . We not e that, at 
ro om t emperature , initial current densities (op e n symbo l s ) are indi s -
tinguishable from current densities measured \vith DC (ful l symbols ). 
This indicates that there is no trapping . 0 At 77 K, the fre e carrier 
concentration in th e dark, computed in the same way as at room t emper -
ature , is n 
0 
11 -3 
"' 2 . 7 x 10 em which i s a factor of around 2 smaller 
than t he v a lu e at room t empe rature . In these calculations of n , we 
0 
h ave neg l ec t ed the edge effects l,'hich could be significant sin ce th e 
Dcby2 l ength at th 12se conct:>n~ra iions is of the order of a fe1v microns . 
_...-...... 
C'J 
I 
E 
(.) 
<I: 
10-2 
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T = 293°K 
o DC-dark 
-+ DC- white illumination 
o Initial current-dark 
4- Initial current-white illumination 
Device P8 
W = 28p.m 
A = 8.2 x I0-3 cm2 
\ 
I0-4L_ __ ~_iii~ttri----i-~~iiiir-__ _i~~ii~~ 
102 10-1 10° 101 
V (Volts) 
Fi gure 25 J(V) charactcrj s tics (initial current and DC) at low 
volt ages of an unirradj ated dev ice at 293°K , made from the 
loH resi s tivity portion of th e original crystal, showing 
no trapri n g . The subt r ac tj on procedure i s applied to th e 
da t a obtained, yielcUng a \ve]J·-defin'"cl square lavi .:1symptote . 
8 6 
T = 77°K 
• DC-dark 
+ DC- Si filt e red illumination 
.._ DC -Ge filtered illumination Jsc 
-+- DC- wh ite illumination 
o Initial cu r rent- dark 
100 9 Initial cu rrent- Si filtered ilium. 
-o- Initial cu rrent-Ge filtered 
4- Initial current- white ilium. 
V (Volts) 
Device P8 
W = 28fLm 
A = 8.2 x 10- 3 cm2 
\ 
Fi g ure 26 J ( V) cha r ac t eri s ti cs ( i n i t ial c urre n t and DC ) at l ow vo ltages 
o f a n unirr adi a t e d dev i ce a t 77°K , ma de f r om the low 
r e sis tj vi t y por ti on of the origino l c rys t o J, siH.Hving 
neg l igib l e tr ap pin g . 
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Trapping at 77°K (observed as the difference between DC and initial 
current measurements in the transition and sclc ranges) is less than 5% 
and thus negligible. 
Figs. 27 and 28 show the J(V) characteristics of a device with 
noticeable trapping E~1T% at 293°K and ~so% at 77°K). For this device, 
the free carrier concentrations at thermal equilibrium differ by about 
0 0 
a factor of 10 b~tween T = 293 K and T = 77 K. Hence we note the 
correlation between trapping in the transition and scl ranges and the 
strong decrease in the free carrier concentration at thermal equilibrium 
as the temperature is lowered. In all cases, tiapping before irradia-
tion reduces the current in the scl range from its (t rap-free ) initi~l 
current value by at most 50%. Compared to trapping after irradiation 
which is orders of magnitude greater, we feel jus tified in neglecting 
whatever traps existed in the crystal before irradiation. 
After Irradiation: 
\ After irradiation, the initial (trap-free ) current vs voltage at 
low temp e r atures exhibit a "threshold voltage" (Fig. 12). To study 
thi s feature at 77°K, the following ambient conditions have been applied . 
a) dark \vi.th lit "' 10 min. , where L'lt is the time int e rval bct\·7een the 
instant at which th e white light is tu rned off ( see Section 2.3) while 
th e d evice rema in s short-circuited and the time at \vhich the voltage 
puls e is applied . 
b) dark with lit "' 1 s 
c) consta nt i] lumination \..rith Ge light 
1o-2 
,--..... 
C\J 
I 
E 
(.) 
<r 
--:> 
I0-3 
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T = 293°K 
e~ DC - dork 
+ DC- white illumination 
o Initial current-dark 
-9- Initial current- white illumination 
• Steady state -dark 
Jsc trap 
(oB-?-l 
Jk white 
0 
• 
0 
• 
traps( oB-tl 
Device RB 
W = 48,u.m 
A = 7.15 x 10-3 cm2 
V(Vo lt s) 
Figure 27 J(V) charact e ristics (initial curr e nt and DC) at l ow 
volt ages of an unirradia t c d devic e at 29J OK , made from 
th e hi g h re s i s tivity portion of th e orig ina l crys tal , 
shO\vjng ~;onw trapping . The s uht rac tion procedure i s 
ap 1)lied to th e clara obt3ined f rom DC and initi a l current 
measu r ements, yielding well-defined sq u ~re l aw asymp t o t es . 
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T = 77°K 
o DC-dark 
+ DC- Si filtered illumination 
-o- DC-Ge filtered illumination 
-+- DC- white illumination 
o Initial current- dark 
100 9 Initial current- Si filt ered illumination 
<>- Initial current- Ge filt ered illumination 
4- Initial current- white illumination 
J sc trap fr ee 
(o ¢ <>-4-} 
Jsc with traps 
E~~·+l 
Device R8 
W = 48fLm 
A= 7.15x lo-3cm2 
V( Volts) 
Fig ur e 28 J(V) character i s tics ( initia l current and DC ) at l ow v olt ages 
o f an unirr adia t e d d~vic~ a t 77°K , made from t he hi gh 
re sis ti v it y r:Durtio:~ o~D rh e cni~:in~1l cryst<Jl, sho1vi n g some 
t rapp-i.it3 · ::otc: lh~· s:1 i ft in the v.:.rtical axi s co mpa r ed t o 
cigur~: 27 . 
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d) constant illumination with Si light (see Fig. 21). 
The results of these experiments indicate that the population at 
thermal equilibrium of free carriers in different levels is involved. 
The voltage at con~tant current density (J = 10-3 A/cm2) in this 
threshold range is plotted in function of device thickness in Fig. 29. 
A dependence very close to linear is observed. As noted in section 
3.3.2, the situation encountered here is one in which the thermal 
equilibrium fermi level is one or two kT below the 0.47 eV level, and 
in which the free carrier concentration near the edges is determined by 
the contacts. A similar situation is discussed by Tredgold(l2). His 
computer calculations show that under such conditions, the current can 
increase faster \vith voltage than v2 and that, in this range, the 
voltage at constant current is linear with thickness. As Tredgold 
expresses it, this situation involves a "current carried by injected 
space charge but in which the limiting process is confined to the contact 
• II reglons. Such a behavior is be~ieved to hold in S T ·o (12) r l 3 . The 
similarity betweenTredgold's results and ours leads us to believe that 
the same mechanism is involved. More work will be required on this 
subject to uphold or ~efute this tentative explanation. 
At room temperature, the Ohmic current in several devices has been 
measured before and after irradiation. From such measurements, the 
thermal equilibrium concentration of free carriers can be obtained. The 
results are listed in table V. 
The free carrier concentration is seen to decrease at the dose of 
(/) 
-0 
> 
> 
Figure 29 
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Threshold Voltage vs Thic kness 
J = lo-3 Acm-2 
T = 77 °K 
¢= 1.2 x 1011 n;cm2 
W (em) 
The d e p e nd e n ce upon th e thi ckn ess H of the volt age at a 
cons t a nt current d e n s ity of J = 10- 3Acm-2 in th e threshold 
voltage r a n ge o f the initia l current c h a ra c t eris ti cs of 
d evices a t 77°K, in th e dark a nd after irradiation at a 
d [ · - 1 2 1011 1 2 ose o _ ~- . x n em . 
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TABLE V 
Therma l Equi l ibrium Fr ee Carri e r Cencen tration Before and After 
Irradiat i on as Measured From the Current in the Ohmic Range 
Device Thi ckness 
(fl) 
H2 1 30 
L4 37 
L6 24 . 5 
I3 22 . 5 
Pre-irradiation 
concentration 
-3 (em ) 
7.8 X 1010 
4.6 X 1011 
7.1 X 1011 
l.O x 1012 
Po s t-irradiation 
concentration 
( cm-3 ) 
3 X 1010 
9 X 1010 
3.6 X 1011 
4 X 1011 
\ 
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11 2 ~ ~ 1.2 x 10 n/cm . This decrease is due to a shift of the fermi 
level deeper into the band by the introduction of defect levels. 
The ohmic current after irradiation is plotted as a function of 
temperature in Fig. 30 for a thick (124)1) and a thin (24)1) device. 
After correcting for the temperature dependence of the mobility, 
assuming a one-carrier system (electron), we obtain the phenomena-
logical relation 
n ~ exp(-0.2/kT) 
0 
independent of the device thickness. But such a temperature dependence 
at thermal equilibrium cannot be extracted from the model we have 
derived from the space-charge-limited range. It must be noted, however, 
that sclc is a situation very distinct from that of thermal equilibrium. 
In the space-charge-limited range, the electron concentration is many 
orders larger than that of thermal equilibrium, the hole concentration 
is therefore negligible and so are recombination-generation processes . 
At thermal equilibrium, however, these assumptions might not be valid. 
Nore Hork is needed to resolve this problem. Its solution 1vould yield 
a direct way of relating thermal equilibrium data like Hall effect and 
r esistivity measurements to our space-charge-limited current results . 
,.-...... 
"' I 
E 
0 
<! 
....____, 
J 
10-4 
10- 5 
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DC Ohmic Current Dens ity vs Temperature 
cf> = I. 2 x 10 11 n/cm 2 
0 
0 
o V=O.I V Device L6 
W=24.5 f-Lm 
• V =I.OV 
0 
A = 1.1 x lo-2 cm2 
Device J2 
W = 124 f-Lm 
A = 1.8 x 10-2 cm2 
0 
1M-Bi-------~-------i------~~------~------~------~ 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
103/T (°K ) 
Fi g ure 30 The d epe ndo::nCl' upon t empe r a tur e of th e DC current at a 
cons umt volta ge in th e Oh mic r a n ge for a th ick and a 
t hin device~ a~tKcr i<radiatiun at a dose of ~~ "' 1. 2 x 
11 2 10 n/cm . 
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